
HI BUGGIES!  

Things are moving.! 

The two day performance in 
Naples at https://

quartiereintelligente.it  was a 

smash hit. Together with visitors 

we cooked delicious Sugo with 

organic tomatoes in the very 
city that is known for the best 

tomato salsa in Italy. We got 

heaps of Italian BUGGIES (new 

members), extra funds and the 
city of Napoli gave us a piece of 

land on its landmark mountain 

Capodimonte (aside from the 

Vesuvius) to declare it a Non-

Human-Zone. The first GoBugsGo 
patch in Italy! Yeah - Napoli 

rules. And we produced lots of jars filled with that Sugo which will be 

used for the next GBG performance. The Austrian Television reported about 

it http://gobugsgo.org/en/aktuell-nach-eins-28-9-2020/ 
 

GoBugsGo has been present as 

part of the show Blue Planet 

at Glaspalast H2 In Augsburg 

Germany http://
kunstsammlungen-

museen.augsburg.de/der-

blaue-planet-the-blue-

planet,2276 since May 2019 and 

can be seen until next spring. 
Our performance there had to 

be cancelled a second time for 

Covid reasons. Regrettable, 

but we’ll do it as soon as we 

can go ahead. And hopefully 

the city of Augsburg is going 
to match Napoli in terms of 

generosity. GoBugsGo! 
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The folks from Earth Dinner have taken GoBugsGo under their wings for a 

month. https://en.earth-dinner.org which drew extra funds in our treasury. 

thank you! 

Thanks to all Buggies who came up with suggestions: The problems with 

our patch in WEITRA/Lower Austria are on the way to be solved; likewise we 

have found solution for the patch we own in Breitenbrunn/Burgenland 

where we are up against hard headed farmers who are not very fond of no-

human-zones. 

The acquisition of the patch in Mogersdorf, in the southern region of 

Burgenland near the border to Hungary is taken into account these days. 

Some 13 acres of land - an oasis of greens in the midst of extensive, 
pesticide driven agriculture. A save haven for bugs! 

A new GOBUGSGO board has been elected and is made up now by the 

entomologist Dominique Zimmermann, the diplomat Dietrich Heim and Edgar 

Honetschläger.  

PLEASE KEEP ON SUPPORTING THE BUGS. INVITE OTHERS TO BECOME BUGGIES at 

http://gobugsgo.org/en/what-can-you-do/ or donate formless yourself 

at 

ERSTE BANK 

Name: GO BUGS GO 

IBAN: AT 932011184031993800  

BIC/SWIFT: GIBAATWWXXX 

THE BUGS Thank you for your continuous support.  Let’s keep the good 

spirits going! 

Brrrrr…Sssssss…Fffffffffff…Pspspsss!!! 

the BUGGIES 
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